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CO2 emission rising again: record levels

Global Carbon Project 2018, IPCC 2018
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2.7% 
increase
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• Australia’s emissions rose by 2.3% in FY 2017-2018 

Australia’s GHG emissions rising again

DoEE 2018



Atmospheric CO2: record concentrations

NASA 2019



Atmospheric methane: record concentrations

NOAA 2019

Rising by 11.44ppb 



Global warming relative to 1850-1900 (°C)
Global warming relative to 1850-1900 (°C)

Global warming: human and natural

Likely to 
reach 1.5oC 
by 2040 and 
perhaps as 
early as 2026



High temperatures almost everywhere

NASA 2019



Temperature variability increasing



Australia was warm again: 3rd warmest

BoM 2019

• Heatwaves in 
January, April, 
November and 
December (many 
new high 
temperature 
records)

• Fivefold increase in 
extreme heat 
events since 1950’s

• But also damaging 
late frosts



Really warm summers in the MDB

BoM 2019



Warm almost everwhere: esp daytime

BoM 2019



Higher temperatures reduce crop yield

Hochmann et al. 2017



Increasing variability: frost risk

Howden et al. 2004, Crimp et al. 2016

Ignore 100-year Decadal -
Adaptive

Mean gross margin (Wagga) $119/ha +$8/ha +$17/ha

Mean gross margin (Emerald) $34/ha -$5/ha +$18/ha



Other climate-related changes
• Rainfall reductions in the south (particularly over 

autumn and winter), but increases in the north-west
• Changes in runoff
• Drought

‒ potential evaporation and vapour pressure deficit
• Rainfall intensity and floods
• Climate extremes (storms, cyclones, heatwaves)
• Fires
• Sea level rise



Climate already putting brakes on agriculture

Hughes et al. 2017
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Choices about our future: GHG emissions 
scenarios

Global Carbon Project 2018
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